III – 1.3 Web Accessibility Policy for New Web Content

All University web pages newly created, modified or updated by the University or any of its units on or after the establishment of this policy must be in compliance with the latest version of the World Wide Web Consortium’s standard: Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) Version 2.0AA.

Web Accessibility Procedures for New Web Content

The Web Accessibility Policy for New Web Content will be implemented through the following Procedures in order to ensure the compliance of new, newly-added and modified content functionality:

- The University will enable accessibility compliance checking within its Web Content Management System (CMS). This process will ensure that each new, newly-added or modified web page is automatically scanned in order to alert content contributors to compliance issues prior to publication.
- The University will implement an enterprise scanning tool which will generate weekly reports in order to alert site administrators (the Campus Webmaster and Web Developer) and Web Work Group members to compliance issues within the site. Global reports will be delivered to site administrators and sub-site reports will be delivered to their respective Web Work Group members on a weekly basis.
- The Web Work Group members who are responsible for maintaining each sub-site will be responsible for correcting any issues within the editable regions of their web pages that are identified by either the CMS scanning tool or the enterprise scanning tool.
- Accessibility issues that have been identified outside the editable regions of web pages will be escalated to site administrators.
- The Web Work Group will meet regularly and will receive training on web accessibility annually. Any new hires who sit on the Web Work Group will also be trained on web accessibility prior to sitting on the Web Work Group.
- Where compliance with the Web Accessibility Policy for New Web Content would result in an undue administrative or financial burden or a fundamental alteration in the nature of a University service, program, or activity, a request for exception from the Policy may be made. Any unit seeking an exception from the Policy must submit a written request to the Campus Web Master with final approval by the President or the President’s designee after considering all resources available for use in the funding and operation of the service, program, or activity. The unit’s written
request shall detail why compliance is not feasible and how the unit will make
information from its web page(s) available to individuals with a disability in an
equally effective manner. If such a determination is made, the determination will be
accompanied by a written statement that provides the reasons for reaching that
conclusion and a description of how the University will provide equally effective
alternate access.
• The Web Accessibility Policy and Procedures for New Web Content will be promptly
posted and disseminated to University units and content contributors.